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Int. No. 306

By Council Members Yassky, Addabbo Jr., Clarke, Comrie, Dilan, Felder, Nelson, Quinn, Reyna, Jackson,
Gerson, Avella, Gentile, Liu, Stewart, Gonzalez, Palma, Sears, Brewer and The Public Advocate (Ms.
Gotbaum)

A Local Law to amend the administrative code of the City of New York, in relation to designating a larger
percentage of NYPD traffic enforcement personnel to the enforcement of the Department of Transportation’s
designated truck routes.

Be it enacted by the Council as follows:

Section one. Declaration of legislative findings and intent.  New York City is one of the most truck

dependent cities in the nation, relying on trucks to transport two-thirds of all freight going into or out of our

city.  The residents and businesses of New York rely on this constant stream of trucks for the continuous and
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expedient delivery of the various goods and services that we, in our world-class city, have come to expect.

However, along with this constant flow of commerce, trucks have also brought a large dose of urban misery,

plaguing our neighborhoods with a continuous assault of noise, structural and environmental damage, not to

mention a continuous threat to pedestrian safety.  City residents have consistently expressed concerns that

trucks are being operated inappropriately, by being driven on streets which are not Department of

Transportation (“DOT”) designated truck routes, thus compromising safety and impinging upon the quality of

life in our communities.  In just one year’s time, approximately 14 million trucks will move through New York

City bridge and tunnel crossings into our neighborhoods, thus making it imperative that New York City

implement a rational and comprehensive plan to manage truck flow and minimize these intrusions into our

residential communities.  To be effective, this management plan must include a commitment to enforcement,

including efforts at targeting and ticketing violators so that trucks remain on designated truck routes until

reaching the intersection nearest their destination, and do not inappropriately utilize “community streets”.  By

enforcing truck operation so that it is restricted to these designated routes, we will enable trucks to operate in a

more energy-efficient, timesaving and pollution-reducing manner.

§2.  Chapter 1 of Title 14 of the administrative code of the City of New York is hereby amended to add a

new section 14-118.3 to read as follows:

§14-118.3.a.  Definitions.  For purposes of this section:  (1) “Level one traffic enforcement agents” shall

mean those agents who are only authorized to issue parking summonses.

(2) “Level four traffic enforcement agents” shall mean those agents who, in addition to being qualified

to perform the functions of traffic enforcement agents of all other levels, are also qualified to inspect trucks and

to respond to accidents and traffic incidents.

b. The police department shall identify and assess, utilizing whichever means of study and analysis the

department selects, locations of incidence of truck operator non-compliance with Department of Transportation

designated truck routes as prescribed in §4-13 of Chapter 4 of Title 34 of the Rules of the City of New York.
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c. Based on the findings of the assessment prescribed in subdivision b., the department shall provide

such training as the department deems necessary to transfer five percent of its level one traffic enforcement

agents to level four traffic enforcement agent duty, deploying these agents in those areas in which the

department determines that truck route violations are occurring.

§3.  This local law shall take effect ninety days after its enactment into law.
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